Abstract. In this paper, we described and developed a framework for Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) to work on low level image processing, where MLP will be used to perform image super-resolution. Meanwhile, MLP are trained with different types of images from various categories, hence analyse the behaviour and performance of the neural network. The tests are carried out using qualitative test, in which Mean Squared Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM). The results showed that MLP trained with single image category can perform reasonably well compared to methods proposed by other researchers.
Introduction
In this modern era of technology, a modern image sensor is usually either a chargecoupled device (CCD), or a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) active-pixel sensor. In order to increase the resolution of the image captured, the size of each individual pixel sensor must be reduced to obtain higher sensor density, which is a challenge in terms of the cost of fabrication. Hence, a post-processing technique is introduced to tackle the image degradation problem, which commonly referred as super resolution reconstruction. Super-Resolution, generally speaking, is the process of recovering a high-resolution (HR) image from single or multiple low-resolution (LR) images.
Multilayer Perceptrons
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is a feedforward backpropagation artificial neural network model which effectively maps input datasets to their respective output set. MLP works on a supervised learning technique namely backpropagation during training phase of the network.
MLP generally consist of three different layers, which are input layer, hidden layer and the output layer. Typically the entire neural network has an input layer and an output layer respectively, while the amount of hidden layers highly depends on the design of network. Each layer has multiple numbers of neurons, which varies according to the complexity of the network. The figure below shows a basic Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network model described by Phillip H. Sherrod [7] :
Fig. 1. A basic Multilayer Perceptron model
The input layer which consist variables of vector or matrix, is usually normalised in such that the range of each variable is from 0 to 1, while each variable is assigned accordingly to the neurons in hidden layer. Meanwhile, a constant input known as bias is multiplied by weight before passing to the hidden layer.
In the hidden layer, the neurons obtain the input from previous layer and multiply by a weight, before adding up to generate a weighted sum. Each output from the hidden layer is then distributed to the output layer. The values of each neuron in output layer will be multiplied by a weight factor before summing up and pass to a transfer function, which yields the output of the network.
The learning process takes place in the perceptron by altering the weight factors after each data samples are processed, or commonly known as training epoch. Weight factors are being adjusted accordingly by calculating the mean error of the expected result in contrary with the output result.
The aim of training a neural network is to search for a set of weight factors which link the provided target output with trained output as similar as it can get. Hence, the process of optimizing the number of hidden layers used and neuron amount in each layer greatly affects the performance of the entire network. In addition, the neural network ought to be validated throughout the training process to avoid over fitting.
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System Overview
The MLP used for this research has been configured to match the requirement of the network. The MLP is a feedforward artificial neural network which consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. It is a typical one hidden layer MLP of 20 hidden units which has hyperbolic tangent (tanh) activation function, while the intermediate layer is of sigmoid function. The network takes in the desired pixel alongside with eight neighbouring pixel as reference, then outputs four up-scaled pixels. The process is repeated on the adjacent pixel, throughout the entire image. The figure below shows the architecture of the proposed MLP system: 
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Creation of training and testing sets
For the datasets creation, we obtained the training images from morgueFile online archive (http://www.morguefile.com/) and all the images are subjected to the licence agreement available at their respective morgueFile webpage (http://www.morguefile.com/license/morguefile/). Meanwhile, we chose the images from different categories and background settings, for instance flowers, buildings, animals and cuisine as these sample images provide wide range of texture combination.
In addition, methods tested in this paper other than Multilayer Perceptron proposed above, are obtained then regenerated using the evaluation scripts and experimental setup available at the website: http://www.andreagiachetti.it/icbi
The images downloaded were then down-sampled to 256x256 pixels and 512x512 pixels, which correspond to low resolution (LR) and high resolution (HR) images respectively. All the files are RGB colour images and samples are extracted from all three colour channels. Moreover, a 3x3 kernel was used to sample the training sets from the red, green and blue channel of the images respectively.
From all the dataset generated, it is then further divided into 3 different categories, namely training set, validate set and testing set, at the ratio of 6:2:2. In each respective set, the samples are shuffled in order to avoid neural network from memorizing the input pattern.
The algorithms tested here include Nearest Neighbour, bicubic interpolation, an edge-oriented interpolation introduced by Chen et.al. [8] , an improved version of new edge-directed interpolation (NEDI) [1] , as well as the FBCI [2] and ICBI [2] proposed by Giachetti and Asuni, in addition with the Multilayer Perceptron based Neural Network described here.
Experiment Framework and Result
For the testing framework, all the methods will undergo a 2x image upscale process, in this case they are enlarged from 256x256 pixels to 512x512 pixels. The upscaled image will then compared to the original high resolution image to yield quantitative results. The difference of the images will be measured using Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) as well as Structural Similarity Index (SSIM). The formulas are defined as follows.
Mean Squared Error is obtained by averaging the squared difference of a reference image and distorted image. The process takes place by summing up the squared difference of all the pixels, follows by dividing with the total pixels.
For images A = {a 1 … a M }, B = {b 1 … b M }, where M represents the number of pixels:
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio is the ratio between the reference signal and the distorted signal for an image. Generally, higher PSNR value represents higher similarity of the reference image and distorted image.
For images A = {a 1 … a M }, B = {b 1 … b M }, where MAX is the maximum possible pixel value:
(2) Structural Similarity is calculated according to the change in luminance, contrast and structure of an image. Luminance is the average pixel intensity, the contrast is the variance between the reference and distorted image, while structure is obtained by cross-correlation the two images. Finally the SSIM value is calculated by averaging the resulting values.
Meanwhile, MLP will be trained using different sets of samples to tackle the problem effectively. The first training set will consist of sample from multiple sources, varies from flowers, buildings, animals, human and cuisine. This training set is customised at such to provide the neural network a wide range of samples, which will yield a more robust MLP network that will not suffer performance loss when comes to different setting.
Moreover, several other training sets are created solely on image samples from similar categories, in which different flowers will be sampled for flower training set, so on and so forth. MLP_gen is the neural network trained with samples obtained from multiple sources, while MLP_sp solely trained with the samples from same category. For each table, the leftmost column is the methods used to test the particular image, while the second column displays the MSE results, follows by PSNR and SSIM in the last column. As for SSIM, the measurement is in range of 0 to 1, the results closer to 1 represents higher resemblance of output result to original reference image.
Discussion
Comparison of different up-scaling method results
The results for nearest neighbour, bicubic interpolation, Chen et. al., NEDI, FCBI and ICBI are calculated using the images provided by Giachetti and Asuni [2] , while the results for MLP_gen and MLP_sp are the results from the trained network. The simulation results show that MLP generally perform better than ordinary image upscaling methods. In most of the cases, MLP yields very low MSE in contrast with other methods, while PSNR are about the same. SSIM index shows significant resemblance of original reference images and the up-scaled images from MLP. Image up-scaled using Nearest Neighbour gives very jagged edges, losing much of the detail on tiger's fur. Bicubic interpolation, however gives better result but tends to over smooth the image, resulting in blurry image. NEDI however provides better edges but still facing the blurring effect. Meanwhile, method proposed by Chen et. al. and FCBI introduce unwanted artefacts to the image, and its solved by using the ICBI method proposed by Giachetti and Asuni. The results obtained from MLP, provides a clearer image without introducing artefacts and jagged edges, while maintaining the details on tiger's fur.
Comparison between MLP trained with different samples
Comparing both the MLP trained with different samples provided, generally the MLP trained with samples from different categories gives a more stable results for all the test cases, while MLP trained with samples from same the category performs significantly better when provided with adequate training samples.
The Referring to the difference of images obtained in Figure 5 , the colour of the images is inversed and scaled so comparison can be easily made. The brighter region represents the area where up-scaled image closely resembles the reference image, while darker colour means there is noticeable difference between the two images.
MLP performs reasonably well when provided with adequate training samples. The advantage of a neural network based image up-scaling method is the flexibility and adaptive nature of the network, which enable it to provide accurate results when the network is well trained. However, drawbacks exist in neural network as well. Training samples greatly affects the accuracy of the results, hence choosing the proper training samples plays an important role in judging the performance of a neural network based image up-scaling method.
In addition, MLP trained with single type of samples can accurately provide the upscaled image, provided it's trained with sufficient training data. However, when there is some texture or colour which does not appear in training samples, the system will output the wrong results and creates unwanted artefacts. For instance, MLP_sp trained with building structures will have performance issue when there is part of the sky being exposed in the test image.
By comparing the two MLPs trained with different samples, MLP can upscale the image provided accurately for most of the regions, but suffers performance loss at most of the edges in the image.
Referring to the subjective test organised by Giachetti and Asuni [2] , they requested a group of 12 people to compare and choose the best quality from different image up-scaling methods, and the average qualitative scores obtained shows that ICBI yields the best result. According to the quantitative results obtained previously, we believe that a similar subjective test perform on the MLP up-scaled images will provide higher rating compare to ICBI and other methods.
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Conclusions & Future Works
To sum it all, a neural network trained with single type of samples performs splendidly on images of similar type, however it's not robust against images beyond the training samples or category. Meanwhile, a more robust neural network, trained with samples from various categories, can handle different images accurately without introducing artefacts. The adaptation ability is a major breakthrough and advantage of neural network, ought to be included in the future work of the research by fine tuning the trained neural network, allowing it to perform even better by adapting towards the current requirement. In addition, the training process can be sped up using Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) instead of CPU, hence reducing power consumption and training time without worrying about performance loss.
